
Farm Photo Scavenger Hunt – Clues

This is a fruit
That grows on a vine

And if done the right way
Can be made into wine

This is a substance
That helps crops to grow

Farmers sprinkle their crops
And don’t miss a row

This is a barrier
That keeps animals inside
They can not get past it

Unless a gate opens wide

This is a crop
That is yellow in hue

It comes on a cob
For me and for you

This is a place
Where people shop

They come here for food
And buy the farmer’s crop



This is a fruit
That comes in red or green

It can be made into
The best pie you’ve ever seen

These are pollinated by bees
And come in many colors

They have a desirable scent
And are different from all others

They are tasty and red
And make a great treat

They grow on a tree
And are not apples or meat

These must be planted in the ground
For crops to grow

With sunlight and water
They sprout up from below

This is a fluffy crop
That’s color is white

It can be made into products
That are a delight!

This is the vegetable
That French fries are made of

They can also be mashed 
And are easy to love

This tool is used
To gather up leaves

Then we put them in piles
After they fall from the trees



We put this seat
On the back of a horse
They must be trained

To wear them of course

Cereal is made
From this popular crop

The word rhymes with “rain”
Keep guessing, don’t stop!



Farm Photo Scavenger Hunt – Answers

This is a fruit
That grows on a vine

And if done the right way
Can be made into wine

ANSWER: Grape

This is a substance
That helps crops to grow

Farmers sprinkle their crops
And don’t miss a row
ANSWER: Fertilizer

This is a barrier
That keeps animals inside
They can not get past it

Unless a gate opens wide
ANSWER: Fence

This is a crop
That is yellow in hue

It comes on a cob
For me and for you
ANSWER: Corn



This is a place
Where people shop

They come here for food
And buy the farmer’s crop

ANSWER: Market

This is a fruit
That comes in red or green

It can be made into
The best pie you’ve ever seen

ANSWER: Apple

These are pollinated by bees
And come in many colors

They have a desirable scent
And are different from all others

ANSWER: Wildflowers

They are tasty and red
And make a great treat

They grow on a tree
And are not apples or meat

ANSWER: Cherries

These must be planted in the ground
For crops to grow

With sunlight and water
They sprout up from below

ANSWER: Seeds

This is a fluffy crop
That’s color is white

It can be made into products
That are a delight!
ANSWER: Cotton



This is the vegetable
That French fries are made of

They can also be mashed 
And are easy to love
ANSWER: Potato

This tool is used
To gather up leaves

Then we put them in piles
After they fall from the trees

ANSWER: Rake

We put this seat
On the back of a horse
They must be trained

To wear them of course
ANSWER: Saddle

Cereal is made
From this popular crop

The word rhymes with “rain”
Keep guessing, don’t stop!

ANSWER: Grain


